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Conditioning and Rehabilitation 

► Principles of both are 
very similar BUT it is 
always easier to refit a 
horse than to build 
condition for the first 
time 

► In both situations want 
to aim for a stair step 
increment pattern and 
not a continuous line 



Set Your Goals 

►What is your end point? 

►Make a reasonable time line. 



►Never be so focused on the plan you have 
that you are unable to change daily in 
response to how the horse is doing in real 
life! 



Types of Conditioning 

►Cardiovascular fitness 

►Strength training (muscle building) 

►Suppling (improving range of motion) 

 



►Horses can develop amazing cardiovascular 
and muscular fitness in a very short period 
of time (a few weeks) 

►It takes much longer than this to develop 
corresponding soft tissue and support 
structure adaptation. 



►This disconnect can result in many injuries 
as the conditioning process unfolds.   

 



Tendons 

►The attachment between muscle and bone 

►Positional (constant length, used to attain 
precise movements)- DDF and digital 
extensor 

►Elastic (important in locomotion, provide 
stretch and recoil to save energy)- SDF and 
suspensory lig 





Elastic Tendons 

►Damage accumulates 
with age- after 11 
years, 40% weaker- do 
not over train older 
horses 

► Low safety margin 

► Fatigue increases 
loading 

 

 



Suspensory Desmitis- Risk 
factors 

► Long sloping pasterns 

► Stall rest as a foal 

► Poor farriery 

►Deep surfaces 

► Surfaces that stop the 
hoof abruptly (waxed 
footing) 

 

 



Rehabilitation 

►Horses maintain their cardiovascular fitness 
over lay off periods of up to a month.   

►They do however lose strength in muscles 
and supporting tissues in this same amount 
of time. 



►We must be careful to remember this and 
not use cardiovascular fitness as our gauge 
to fitting horses up, whether it is with a 
young horse or a rehab case.  



►Guideline:  allow a month of reconditioning for 
every month off work 

 



Cardiovascular Conditioning 

► Improves horse’s ability to 
produce energy for muscular 
contraction 

►Always starts with long slow 
distance work 

► Example: 10-15 mins walk 
trot every other day for a 
horse recently starting either 
back to work or for the first 
time. 



►Long term cardiovascular conditioning goals 
are to perform 45-60 mins of easy exercise 
at a walk, trot, and canter 3 x /week, 
alternating with schooling days. 

►When this is achieved (6 months), these 
workouts will progress to sport specific 
workouts for some horses or may simply 
change to twice a week for horses doing 
lower level work. 



Differentiation 

►Power and speed events: include short 
duration high intensity work 

►Can use a heart rate monitor 

►Endurance events:  may need to decrease 
frequency of workouts as length increases 

►Can include a mix of continuous training 
and interval training. 



Interval Training 

►Alternating periods of rest and work that 
allow partial recovery of heart and 
respiratory rates 

►Allow a horse to perform more work per day 
than a single bout of continuous exercise. 



►Aerobic interval training uses a work:rest 
ratio in the range of 2:1 or 1:2 

►Anaerobic interval training uses a work:rest 
ratio in the range of 1:5 to 1:6 to allow 
muscles to clear lactate build up. 



►Every time a horse changes speed or 
direction it uses energy to overcome inertia.   

 



STRENGTH Training 

►Very important in maintaining joint stability 

►Often under-recognized in the horse 

►Can be very helpful in injury prevention 

►Sport specific:  power or endurance? 

http://www.pbase.com/bullpooches/horses_and_mules


Muscle Power 

► Jumping, race starts 

► Progressive 
loading=increasing intensity 
with fairly small reps 



Muscle Endurance 

►Multiple smaller effort muscle contractions  

►Example: dressage- piaffe 

►Training is lower intensity but higher 
repetitions 

 



Strength Training 

►3x/week to build muscle (alternate days) 

►1x/week enough to maintain muscle 

►How to do it: gradients, gymnastics, and 
sport specific movements 



Gradients 

►Descent should only 
ever be at the walk 
when using gradients 
as a strength training 
exercise 

►Can repeatedly trot up 
a hill and walk down 
again 

►Use suppling and long 
cool down to avoid 
strain and soreness 



Gymnastics for Strength 
Training 

►For dressage/hunter:  multiple small fences, 
bounce or one stride combos to build 
muscle endurance 

►For jumper/eventer:  fewer fences, higher 
height to develop muscle power 



Sport Specific Movements 

►Technique must be correct! 

►Trick is to perform enough movements to 
create muscle without losing technical 
excellence and/or pushing to point of 
fatigue  



Suppling 

►Work towards symmetry and increasing the 
range of motion of all joints 

►Increased suppleness= better performance 
and fewer injuries 



Suppling 

►Passive- you stretch the limb or joint 

►Dynamic- during locomotion 

►Both should occur once tissues warmed up 
as warm ligaments and tendons are less 
prone to injury 

►Should be part of every workout 



Conditioning Young Stock 

►The earlier you start, the slower you must 
go 

►There is however a window of opportunity 
to affect long term strength 

►Elastic tendons don’t respond to 
conditioning after 2 years of age 

 



►The superficial digital flexor tendon is 50% 
larger in foals reared on pasture vs foals 
reared in stalls. 



►Core training exercises (carrot stretches) 
can be used to prepare young horses for 
work. 



►Ask your vet specific questions, especially if 
you are dealing with rehab post injury 

►Keep readjusting your plan accordingly 



Other Resources 

►Internet 

►Research papers 

►Books   

►Your vet! 


